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Lilly   
Biosimilar Storyboard

Shot 01
Description
Visual: Individual dots appear on screen 
randomly at first but then build up an accurate 
image of the map of the uk.  As the Number 3.2 
million is said The green dots of the map turn 
orange.  
                     

VO: There are 3.2 million people currently 
living with diabetes in the UK, 

Shot 02
Description
Visual: 
Title: £23.7 billion animates dynamically 
onscreen.

V.O: , which costs the NHS £23.7 billion in 
direct care and indirect costs. 

Shot 03
Description
Visual: More orange dots appear ove the 
green to show growth in numbers.
Title:  £39 billion animates dynamically 
onscreen. The year 2035 appears below.

VO: By 2035 these figures are set to rise to 5 
million people living with diabetes, at a cost of 
£39 billion.
                                                                         

£23.7 billion
2035
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Shot 04
Description
A male and female Icon a animate in. 
Arriving at either side of an insulin bottle
                     
Dialogue/ VO
>>>  People living with diabetes rely on 
medicines including insulin to help them man-
age their condition

Shot 05
Description
 We track into the insulin  bottle at microscop-
ic level we see how the biolosimilar is made.
Dialogue/ VO
 >>> Insulins are part of a group of med-
icines knows as biologics; these are 
important medicines.

Shot 06
Description
The biosimilar becomes part of a DNA strand. 
Our human being icons appear and circles emi-
nate out from particular parts of their bodies. 

Dialogue/ VO
>>> medicines usually made from living cells 
and are engineered to target specific sites 
within the human body
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Shot 07
Description
The DNA strand reduces down to being in a 
grey circle. The circle represents biosimilar 
sitting next to biologic. It is larger and more 
sophisticated.                     
Dialogue/ VO
 >>> Biologic medicines can be up to 1,000 times the 
size of regular medicines
and therefore much larger and more complex.

Shot 08
Description
The biosimilar icon (the one with the dna 
strand dissappears.

Title:
The word “patented” appears. like it’s been 
rubber stamped on the the screen.
Dialogue/ VO
 >>> In simple terms, biosimilar medicines 
are biologic medicines that are similar, but 
not identical, to existing clinically approved 
biologics.

Shot 09
Description
The biological circle moves to the left then a 
series of other slightly lighter circles emerge 
from the original circle.  They build up on the 
right indicating that they are copies of the 
original.
Title: The word Patented disappears and is 
replaced with Expired.

Dialogue/ VO
 >>>If the approved biologic is patented, other 
companies are able to produce a copy of that 
medicine  when the patent expires.
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Shot 10
Description
The larger biosimilar cirle moves in.
                     
Dialogue/ VO
 >>> The way in which biosimilars are manu-
factured means it is very difficult to make an 
exact copy of a biologic medicine in the same 
way that you can with a regular medicine. 

Shot 11
Description
The biosimilar circle moves to the left then 
a series of other slightly lighter biosimilar-
circles emerge from the original circle.  They 
build up on the right indicating that they are 
copies of the original.

Dialogue/ VO
 >>> Means its very difficult to make  an
  

Shot 12
Description
The copied versions of the biosimilar circles 
disintegrate into little piles of dust/visibly 
agressively break down. To show a failure in 
reproduction.

Dialogue/ VO
 >>>.exact copy of a biologic medicine in the 
same way that you can with a regular 
medicine. 
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Shot 13
Description
Small biosimilar spheres fall down into a 
filter. The filter sifts out some of the discs 
                     
Dialogue/ VO
Because of this difference, strict criteria 
have been set out by EU regulators to 
ensure that before a biosimilar is availa-
ble to use,                                                             

Shot 14
Description
 The biosimilar discs Or balls fall from the 
first filter into another filter.     

Dialogue/ VO
it meets the same high standards of simi-
larity to its reference medicine in                                                                

Shot 15
Description
Then finally into a third filter. Revealing two 
discs left and a clear indication of just how 
stringent and rigorous the testing is.

Dialogue/ VO
terms of safety and efficacy.                                                                      

EU Regulation High Standards Safety and Efficacy
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Shot 16
Description
 

Dialogue V/O. 
Biosimilars are already available to treat a 
range of serious conditions and 
diabetes will soon be joining this list.                  

Shot 17
Description
Our man and woman bounce on from either 
side of the screen. The pound/dollar/euro sign 
appears above their heads. They both smile.

Dialogue V/0
Although biosimilars may bring about 
some cost savings, they need to demon-
strate benefits beyond price alone, 

Shot 18
Description
The pair turn round as a book representing 
education appears. It lowers down to read-
ing height. The man and woman bristle with 
excitement.

Dialogue/ VO
such as tailored educational support.
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Shot 19
Description
I clever new style injector appears above the 
man and woman. They turn round then self 
administer the medicine. They smile.

Dialogue/ VO
Biosimilar insulins have the potential to 
change the insulin landscape and increase the 
choice of insulin treatments available.                  
Biologics often require injecting and will 
need a device that is of a high standard, and 
additional support

Shot 20
Description
The screen begins to fill up to the edges with  
insulin vials

Dialogue/ VO
Biosimilar insulins have the potential to 
change the insulin landscape and>>>

Shot 21
Description
The camera track backwards revealing more 
and more bottles. The bottles become colour-
ised. Showing the different types of insulin on 
the market.      

Dialogue/ VO
and increase the choice of insulin treatments 
available. 
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Shot 22
Description
As we track out the vials start to disappear 
revealing just the outline of the U.K.
                    
Dialogue/ VO
As these new medicines are approved and 
become available for use here in the UK, it is 
worth noting the additional considerations 
that can contribute to making biosimilars as 
valuable as possible to the health system.

Shot 23
Description
crash track into one of the vials. A black box 
appears to the right.

Dialogue/ V0
A comprehensive evidence base built on
 

Shot 24
Description
A massive blue tick appears in the box.
Indicating approval.

Dialogue/ VO
robust clinical trials
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Shot 22
Description
The white background and the box fade away. 
The vial appears to be moving along a 
conveyor belt.
                    
Dialogue/ VO
a comprehensive evidence base built on

Shot 23
Description
The camera tracks back revealing a machine 
thats pumping out vials of insulin.

Dialogue/ V0
Sophisticated manufacturing and develop-
ment capabilities and a manufacturers’
 

Shot 24
Description
In one great camera rotate the vials head off 
into the sunset.

Dialogue/ VO
reputation and expertise within a given 
therapeutic area. 

                         


